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FOREWORD

T

here is a reason why I dedicated an entire chapter to Inﬂuencer Marketing in

my best selling book, How To Sell To Nigerians. It's importance in today's

marketing cannot be over emphasized. In fact, after I wrote that chapter, I

said to myself that I need to write a book on the topic but I knew I wouldn't because of
my busy schedule. Imagine my excitement when I dicsovered that DottsMediaHouse
has a masterpiece on the topic.Listen up. If you want to move your business from
obscurity to the front burner in record time, Inﬂuencer Marketing should be in your
arsenal of marketing plans. It is that important and it is now super important especially
now that how we live has changed since Covid 19 ravaged the world.
The pandemic was scary for most people, but for those of us that operate in the digital
world, we saw a positive impact. The inevitable surge in the use of digital technologies
happened due to the social distance rules and nationwide lockdowns caused by the

OLOYE AKIN ALABI
Author, Small Business Big Money
and How To Sell To Nigerians.

Pandemic. People, Organizations and governments all over the world were forced to
adjust, embracing a new way of work and life.

From the increase in the content churned out by the inﬂuencers, to the yearly budget spent by advertisers, numerous new trends etc Based on the
“new normal” in this space, Inﬂuencer Marketing grew in bounds. Despite the growth, many people still do not get it and that is where this edition
of the Nigeria Inﬂuencer Marketing Report (NIMR), where data are meticulously analyzed to back up all the information reported, so as to help
organizations, inﬂuencers and agencies conﬁrm the scope of things in the past two years, comes into play. Should advertisers, agencies and
inﬂuencers throw out the rules book of inﬂuencer marketing executions?
Does the challenging economy in Nigeria give inﬂuencers and content creators a competitive place in the scheme of things? How should the key
players of inﬂuencer marketing approach this year based on the facts reported in this resource. You want answers? Start reading immediately.
I am conﬁdent in the value this edition of the report will bring to every reader, majorly because of the credible background of the publisher - Dotts
Media House - recognised for their long-standing thought leadership in this space and their continuous eﬀorts of growing the inﬂuencer
marketing industry in Nigeria. This report will leave every stakeholder informed on the recent-past, the future of marketing and everything in
between.

INTRODUCTION
WELCOME TO THE THIRD EDITION
(2020/2021 AS A CASE STUDY)
In the past two years, the whole world at large has experienced a pandemic
throwing everyone into a new normal. This DottsMediaHouse’s State of
Inﬂuencer Marketing Report you are about to consume focuses on the eﬀects of
the pandemic on Inﬂuencer Marketing from the Nigerian Industry POV.
This report present stats & data that reveal how the industry - brand &
inﬂuencers not leaving out social media users - have embraced, adjusted and
adapted to the negatives and positives from the worldwide pandemic. From the
general overview of how stakeholders fared using the past 24months as a case
study, to the changes the pandemic brought to content creation, birth of new
platforms / new niches / new tiers of inﬂuencers and most importantly new
approaches / trends that have kept the Inﬂuencer Marketing Industry thriving
2years after Covid-19 hit.
Even with this thrive, did inﬂuencer interests change? Did the use of inﬂuencers
increase or decrease? Was there a rise in brand/inﬂuencer collaborations? Were
there new found ways of reaching audiences via content creation? These and
more are the ﬁndings detailed out in this year’s report THE STATE OF NIGERIA INFLUENCER MARKETING REPORT
(AGE OF COVID-19)

Chapter One:

OVERVIEW
(2020 / 2021 AS A
CASE STUDY)

U

ndoubtedly, the years 2020/2021 will be recorded in history as revolutionary especially in terms of the change experienced across the
world at large - from the immeasurable economic downturn to the high cost of health care, the saddening eﬀect on micro, small, and
medium enterprises (MSMEs), reduction in employee salaries, the near shutdown of the travel industry, high rate of violence conﬂict
fragility and the biggest impact - numerous deaths - all these due to the pandemic (COVID 19). But even with these agreed facts of 2020/2021
being revolutionary years due to the pandemic,

“Every coin has two faces. With the bad
comes the good”
There are/were so many positives experienced from the reality of the
pandemic including a new wave of innovation & tools that helped the
world stay connected and help each other, a rise in productivity level
across families/governments/industries, increase in the practice of
better hygiene, the world adapting to newer faster and easier ways of
doing things e.g remote work and most importantly in relations to this
report - the record-breaking growth in the use of social media,
production of content and the consumption.
For the ﬁrst time ever, Social media became the main form of
communication to maintain valuable connections, Social media
became the fastest medium to spread measures of staying safe, Online
content helped most people across the world keep a positive mental
state.
Social networks & the content distributed by Inﬂuencers & creators
have been used to spread information, to ﬁnd humor and distraction
from the pandemic via Internet memes, trends, online challenges, and
other forms of content.

Research conducted between July 2020 - 2021
shows that:

There was an
indicated 10.5%
increase of active social
media users in Nigeria

WhatsApp
reported a 40% increase
in usage

Tiktok,
Instagram, Twitter,
Clubhouse, Facebook
reported 55% increase in
usage after social
distancing was put in
place.

Global
downloads for
TikTok went up 5% in
the very ﬁrst month of
the pandemic - March
2020 compared to the
combined one year
before.

TikTok saw a 48.3%
increase in unique
visitors

Survey shows 36%
of Nigerians had
diﬃculty sleeping or
eating due to the time
spent online

Instagram
reported a 70%
increase in viewers of
live videos from February
to March when lockdown
measures began

Zoom’s daily
active users
increased 2,900% in the
span of 4 months during
2020. (Bloomberg 2020)
Zoom generated $2.6 billion
in revenue in 2020, a
317% increase yearover-year.

11%
Staying updated on
the news of
Covid19

17%

Keeping In Touch
with Family and
Friends

Consuming
content from my
favorite creators
to stay sane

64%

Working

8%

In 2020/2021 due to the consumption of content in a bid to avoid the depressing fear of the virus, we ran a poll on
what people’s purpose was whenever they used social media during the year of review. Responses were as follows;

How Brands & Content Creators beneﬁted from Collaboration.
Looking at these revolutionary years in terms of exploring the inﬂuencer marketing industry and the vast opportunities that it held for both brands
and inﬂuencers.
For brands, via collaboration or paid partnership as it were, they found a functional means of reaching their customers and prospects in a creative
as well as organic way, thereby growing the reach, engagement, and conversions exponentially. For Inﬂuencers, collaborating with brands became
more frequent during this period and came oﬀ as a viable means of becoming more relevant.
Consequently, During the pandemic - brands and Inﬂuencers have been a siamese twins that can not be separated leading to the tremendous
growth the inﬂuencer Marketing industry is recording at present.

The Inﬂuencer Marketing industry grew
from $1.7 billion in 2016 to $9.7 billion in
2020. In 2021, it soared to $13.8 billion,
indicating a steady growth. This year,
the market is projected to expand to a
whopping $15 billion industry.

Responders - Marketers

Responders - Inﬂuencers

Comparison of social Platforms
Undeniably, social media platforms are an integral part of “everything” there is to Inﬂuencer Marketing. The industry could not have recorded
tremendous growth during the pandemic years without social platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, Youtube and others.
However, with the roar of covid-19, various literatures have posited that some social platforms have become more crucial than others when
brand-inﬂuencer collaborations come to play. This is as a result of the increasing number of active users on these platforms.

Based on the number of
monthly active users (MAU),
Facebook tops the list of the
most popular social networks in
2022, with 2.89 billion MAU. It’s
followed by YouTube, with 2.29
billion, WhatsApp, with 2 billion,
Instagram, with 1.39 billion, and
Facebook Messenger with 1.3
billion.

Facebook
Instagram
TikTok
Twitter

COMPARISON OF EACH PLATFORM’S ADVANTAGE
UNIQUE FEATURES & MARKET SHARE BASED ON
USAGE
PLATFORM

UNIQUE FEATURES
[in relation to inﬂuencer/brand collaboration]

MARKET
SHARE

TIKTOK

Ease in creating content & high reach

45%

INSTAGRAM

Brand visual Excellence & ease in community
building

68%

CLUBHOUSE

Top-down communication enabled & Instant
two-way communication enabled

-

TWITTER

Speedy organic awareness creation or audience
reach & brand engagement

15%

YOUTUBE

Ease in building brand familiarity / long-term
conversion rate

FACEBOOK

Ease in niche-based Communication & high
engagement

36%

43%

The Meteoric Rise of TikTok
in 24months
During the pandemic, one of the noticeable elements of inﬂuencer
marketing was the rapid increase of content creators. This was
majorly due to the rise of TikTok, formerly known as Douyin. During
the global lockdown, TikTok became a house of content for the
e x p r e s s i o n o f c r e a to rs - b o t h y o u n g a n d o l d co n t e n t
creators/inﬂuencers, leading to a massive migration of users from
other social media platforms.
Although, this heavy migration did not stop the usage of other
platforms in entirety but it introduced a new set of content creators
referred to as TIKTOKERS.
Based on the virality of tiktok content, the global lockdown and
generally the increased presence of active users online, Some
content creators grew so fast in followers, engagement, views, brand
collaboration opportunities etc.

AS AT DEC 2021, HERE ARE SOME OF THE MOST FAST RISING
ACCOUNTS ON TIKTOK:

T

he domination of TikTok is not because it is just a lip-synching channel for mostly GEN Z, it is not
because its demography is mainly young but for other reasons, because the creators seem to grow
with the platform, gradually increasing the length of the fanbase making it a viable platform for
content marketing. The below data conﬁrms Tiktok’s raise:

TikTok was the most downloaded non-gaming app in March 2021,
recording 58 million downloads worldwide.

TikTok has a total of 106,104 inﬂuencers in 2020 (Inﬂuencer Marketing
Hub, 2021).

44% of advertisers use Nigerian TikTok inﬂuencers for their
campaigns. 66% of advertisers who leveraged TikTok saw success in
their strategies.

46% of advertisers plan to increase their use of TikTok for
campaigns, In addition, 30% of advertisers want to learn more about
the platform

As such, it became the 3rd fastest growing social network in 2020, capturing the fancy of young social
media users worldwide. And it looks to maintain its upward trajectory in the succeeding years.

Nevertheless, is TikTok really dominating other
platforms in Nigeria?
A survey conducted reveals:

Conﬁdently, you can tell that TikTok will continue its rise in popularity amongst content creators and users generally. It has made its stamp in top3
social platforms of choice and its fans seem to grow with the platform even as seasons change .

Youtubers Vs TikTokers
While the power of video grew and video content became the order of the day during the height of the pandemic, content creators won the
hearts of many with not only their creativity but with the consistency of churning out content especially video related content. However, content
creators whose content are mostly visual usually leverage on Instagram in the past years - pre-covid, but in 2020/2021 Content Creators grew
their followers base the most via two major platforms - YouTube and TikTok.

Creators leverage tiktok’s vast
catalog of sound eﬀects, music
snippets, and ﬁlters to record short
clips of them dancing and lip-syncing.

Creators leverage Youtube to amplify
various types of content based on
their niche ranging from Comedy ,
music, movie or tech reviews, travel
vlogs, style advice, etc.

These creators whether on Youtube or Tiktok
have one major thing in common - building
their channels into a portfolio of video content
for their fanbase to consume.
This has led to pegging of Youtubers against
Tiktokers, causing some sort of platform
competition.
Rather than pick sides, research has revealed
that brands and marketing professionals
agree that both YouTube and TikTok are viable
for a sustainable marketing and brand growth,
even as the creators on these platforms are
creatively giving reach and engagement to
key brand messaging.

Chapter Two:

HOW
COVID-19
RESHAPED
INFLUENCER
MARKETING:
An Inﬂuencer Perspective
JJ OMOJUWA
Brand Inﬂuencer

E

veryone is an inﬂuencer now. If Kourt Zouma’s brother, Yoan Zouma, knew this, he would never have posted that video of his brother kicking
that defenceless cat. You no longer need thousands of followers to create ‘viral’, you need the right content. When they say ‘content is
king,’ this is its ultimate proof.

Brands like Adidas would also have found out from the Zouma issue that whilst they retain the power to take whatever decisions, however
performative, to punish a player under contract with them, social media is a boundless trail; people will ask them why they didn’t apply such
disproportionate punishment to such players who were proven to have made racist comments, for instance. And they would soon learn that it
doesn’t end in the old decisions and tweets on such issues, their future actions will now be moderated by the same mob they intended to pander
to. Here you would see that whilst it is generally accepted that it is wrong to kick a defenceless cat, a disproportionate application of punishment
for the act could be deemed wrong too. Disproportionate, at least in reference to punishments for racist behaviours and actions.

This is the latest episode in the democratization of justice that seems to have taken an extraordinary turn when Derek Chauvin killed George
Floyd. Racist statues came down, judges delivered verdicts even as protests continue to rage or be threatened. It is a legacy of the covid19 year
2020 that should be considered a silver lining by those who care about justice and all its appurtenances.
Whilst the dead found some form of justice through the storm of the virus, some of its victims aren’t even amongst those 6 million or so people it
has already killed. Mega podcaster, Joe Rogan and tennis icon, Novak Djokovic are only two of those. The consequences they bore, primarily
because of their views on covid19 and vaccines and their actions, continue to center the power of global inﬂuencers and the responsibilities that
come with that power.

We are yet to come to terms with the depth of change and eﬀects that the pandemic has caused and continues to but whilst we remain in its grip,
we can already see that so much of what prevailed before the pandemic have given way to a new world order, across the board, and has
speciﬁcally reshaped inﬂuencer marketing, in my opinion, often for the better.
This was shaped as ‘an inﬂuencer perspective’ in my brief but while I am undeniably an inﬂuencer, I hope it would not be considered a
contradiction of my ﬁrst statement if I said that I do not see myself as one. I hope that I can at least ride on waves of postmodernism to speak and
to dwell in the comfort of my truth. In essence then, this is a perspective from an inﬂuencer who is not comfortable with being referred to as one.
I’d need another article to explain why this is the case but let’s just focus on the whys that deﬁne the essence of this piece.
If the world’s governments and corporations agreed on one thing during the pandemic, it was that they needed inﬂuencers to carry their covid19
messages to an audience more inclined to believe people they know or feel like they know personally.

www.trenduppawards.com
www.trendupp.com

Covid19 numbers are scale insensitive to the human brain – your brain cannot fully quantify the depth of tragedy of 2 million dead people versus
the death of someone you know personally. The reality of scale insensitivity (or scope neglect) , a cognitive bias, had to be moderated by the power
of availability heuristic – the ability of people to easily recall the information that most readily comes to mind.
In essence, it is easier to recall that someone you follow lost their uncle – let’s say Uncle Sam - to the virus if they run a thread of tweets with the
uncle’s photos adding instances of their memorable times here than you would recall that ﬁve million sixty thousand four hundred and sixty-three
people have so far been killed by the virus. You’d recall Uncle Sam because there is a name, there is an image, there is a story and you know
someone that knows him. The smartest governments helped to communicate the reality of the virus this way, especially in the face of mounting
misinformation.
The pandemic brought the essence of inﬂuencers to the fore and inﬂuencer marketing moved from an afterthought in the big government and
corporate rooms to top of the table. The world had shut down, humanity had retreated home and many found succor, education, distractions and
entertainment online. Several reports indicate that there was an increased participation in online activities than there ever was before the
pandemic.
HOW COVID-19 FORCED PEOPLE/BRAND TO JOIN
SOCIAL MEDIA FOR THE FIRST TIME

YES

NO

61% of the brands surveyed said YES to Covid being the reason for
them joining social media for the ﬁrst time while 39% said NO.

For millions of people, these activities were their ﬁrst time. If you felt
like there seemed to be more content creators than ever, it was
because you were paying a lot more attention to what was happening
online and because yes, you were right, more people got busy
creating content. Work moved online, school moved online and while
fun had always been online, more people created more fun and more
people were on hand to be entertained. Creating and basking in the
myriad of contents created was one of our telling reactions not just
to being locked down but to the virus itself. It was humanity raising a
middle ﬁnger to a virus that seemed to be ahead of everything our
governments, researchers, doctors and essential workers were
doing.
We aren’t in the future yet but we do know the future has changed
from what it was going to be. The change that covid19 wrought on the
world and our lives will continue to reverberate for years to come. It
should be said again, it is not without its silver lining. Some
companies that never considered the possibilities of their staﬀ
working from home (WFH) have now institutionalized it, and many do
not even want to return to oﬃces anymore.

GLOBAL COMPANIES THAT ANNOUNCED WFH AS THEIR NEW FORMAT

It’d lead us to a hybrid world of WFH and WFO where people are able to
either work from home or the oﬃce. That would likely be the ‘new
normal’ even after the virus is long gone. This would mean that many
people who never thought they could be inﬂuencers will realize that their
‘break’ from work whilst working from home could easily become their
opportunity to explore the world of being inﬂuencers themselves –
because you already are.
Inﬂuencer marketing would likely be the better for it with a further
democratization of the inﬂuencer space and culture. It would go from
‘anybody can become an inﬂuencer’ to many more people realizing that
they are ‘anybody’. The power to be, well within their grasp. My brief
requested for me to hone in on Nigeria whilst addressing other issues
that intersected covid19. That ought to enjoy its own conversation,
considering the word limit here. But it needs be said that whilst these
looked like intersecting worlds, Covid19, #ENDSARS and the Twitter ban
were as much one reality ﬁnding expression in three ways than it was
three realities coming together. With millions more Nigerians realizing
the power of the internet and the reach of their voice, it was a matter of
time before they would come together to speak as one.

P

who shone the brightest. And as the light shined on the space, some
cracked and were found wanting, some became wanted and cracked
and some just continued to evolve through the cascading force of
change.

As with every facet and aspect of our lives, covid19 unleashed a new
world order that we did not have enough time to be eased into. But our
collective resilience as a race is seeing us through one of humanity’s
most challenging times. The inﬂuencer culture mainstreamed itself as
the major way out to communicate with the world at times and whilst
radio and TV continued to enjoy their place in the sun, it was inﬂuencers

It would be a facile conclusion to say covid19 completely changed the
world of inﬂuencer marketing, because it often takes more than one
cause to bring about complex change but what would be unarguable
is the fact that after the advent of smart phones and the ubiquity of
social media, covid19 will enjoy a telling mention when the book on
the moments that changed inﬂuencer marketing is told. And that
would be enough credit for a pandemic that would never need to be
exaggerated in the outcomes it brought to our worlds, collectively
and individually, and how much of the future it changed before we
even arrived there. There is a lot going on at the same time, we really
just need to go back to the old way of dealing with distractions;
choose what to focus on, hone in on it and inﬂuence yourself and
others into the future. A future that continues to change, long before
we have even tasted a single light of its days

olice brutality centered itself because it was the one thing that
united those who felt they could have done with some of the
noodles hoarded by politicians and those who could not relate to
the world of stolen noodles and looted store houses. Here, you did not
only now have more people with access to social media without the
distractions of commuting to work or school. You also had celebrities
who had no shows to attend, no holidays to travel to, only the shelter of
their music and homes and the avalanche of photos and videos of police
brutality constantly appearing on their phone screens. With a lot more
time in their hands, it was no surprise that it then took the celebrity
inﬂuencers to not just make the ﬁnal call for a protest, they were
available and on hand to lead it.

BUILDING A BRAND
POST COVID
Based on the reality of the pandemic and the huge eﬀect Covid 19 has on
the digital world and on brands especially, it's become crucial for brands
that care about the lifespan of their online presence to re-strategize how
to elevate their brand post covid.
This is evident in how consumer behavior and demands have changed
over time. Evidently, consumer changes was what brought about the
disruption brands are facing at present, hence, they have to look for ways
to better serve their consumers for more revenue and relevance.

Owing to the irreversible disruption, brands who are
not able to strategically meet the demands or align to
the change-in-behavior of consumers are being edged
out of the market as consumers switch to more “loyal”
brands speedily.
“75 percent of US consumers trying a new shopping
behavior in response to economic pressures, store
closings, and changing priorities. This general change
in behavior has also been reﬂected in a shattering of
brand loyalties, with 36 percent of consumers trying a
new product brand and 25 percent incorporating a new
private-label brand” - McKinsey & Company.

Chapter Three:

ELEVATING
YOUR BRAND
THROUGH
POP CULTURE
ADAORA MBELU
Brand Strategist

Every brand needs to be culturally relevant if they want to grab the attention of consumers - especially the younger age groups. The COVID
Pandemic has created a rise in pop culture trends, and it has become increasingly important for brands to tap into the various tribes that exist
across digital media. For example, in recent times virtual concerts have become mainstream, and brands have found this as a means to
leverage the large followings that artists pull. In April 2020, Fortnite announced a partnership with award winning musician Travis Scott, on his
Astronomical Live event, which pulled together 27 million viewers, and 45 million total views.

There were also concerts from Lil
NasX, J Balvin, and other artists on
Verzuz that pulled in millions of
viewers, and subscribers allowing for
increased visibility for brands,
signiﬁcant marketing pool, as well as
an opportunity to collect data.
A Magna/IPG study revealed that:

44% of consumers
make purchasing
decisions based on
quality and price,

31% on brand
perceptions

25% on a
brand’s cultural
involvement. A

The challenge with wanting to hop on pop culture trends, is that brands can focus too much on trying to sound
current, even though they aren’t current. We’ve seen this fail in the marketplace, especially in Nigeria. Brands that
leverage pop culture trends, infuse pop culture into their brand ethos, especially where the primary target audience
is a youthful demographic.
Brands don’t just speak the language, they are about it. Beyond creating a compelling brand story that ﬁts into the
trends, Post-Covid brands ensured that their processes ﬁt the target demographic. It is one thing to create top of
mind awareness, and another thing to create a process for seamless conversion. I think the later is now more
important than the former.

BUILDING A STRONG BRAND IDENTITY (POST COVID)
People buy into extensions of themselves. Basically, people buy into brand stories that help them either tell a new story, or further reinforce the
story they’re already telling. Creating a strong brand identity is a combination of things:

Authenticity
Many brands tend to focus on brand visibility. However, brand
authenticity is a stronger way to build loyalty. The 21st
century customer is research oriented, and highly
observant. They want to connect with brands that are
honest, credible, and trustworthy. The brand that often wins
is the one that is transparent and consistent in its messaging
and initiatives, a brand that stays true to its values. It’s a
simple case of saying what you mean and doing what you say.

Understand your target audience
It’s important to be clear about who you exist for and focus
on serving that market as a primary target. Of course, there’ll
be a secondary target, but it can be easy to sway your
oﬀerings, and story to try and ﬁt a few people who have
opinions about your brand, versus focusing on those who
your brand was created to serve. It’s important to zoom in on
your people - your tribe. Create for them!

Know your “why” and Build
Community around the “why”
According to research covered in a 2015 Harvard
Business Review, “fully connected” customers are
worth 52% more than “highly satisﬁed” customers. In
a world where ﬁnding purpose has become an
important part of life, people are looking for brands
whose messaging touches their hearts… brands that
they can connect with emotionally, and who support
causes that they’re interested in. Purpose is not some
spiritual guru ideology; it is a marketing trend that’s
not going anywhere soon. People want to trust that
you know why you’re doing what you do, and where
you’re going to a large extent, so they can trust you to
lead them too. Bringing people who care about your
WHY into the same space to foster that purpose is a
winning formula.

x
For The Culture
I have worked in the brand development & communications space for 12 years, and I’ve worked on multiple projects where we infused pop
culture into our campaigns. In 2015, I was part of the experiential marketing team for the launch of Guinness Africa Special into the Nigerian
market. At the time, the primary consumer of Guinness was in the 40+ range, and this new GAS product was created as an entry product
for the younger demographic.
It was a refreshing, vibrant, exciting brand that needed to be positioned diﬀerently from the idea that people have of Guinness stout.
We developed an experiential campaign that was a fusion of Music, Art, and Urban culture to drive top of mind awareness and
conversion. This campaign was called “The Special Ones”.
We executed a series of events across 7 cities in Nigeria, engaging creatives within each of these cities for physical activations,
while simultaneously running a digital campaign cross country. The result was a talk of town eﬀect for the Guinness Africa
Special brand, increased demand, mass data collection, and brand trust. After our big launch, the brand went on to integrate
into smaller pop culture events and content creation opportunities with youth engagement.

x

I’m a big believer in infusing pop culture into brand or marketing campaigns. However, I still believe that the brands in
Nigeria have a long way to go when it comes to BEING about pop culture. They speak about it, but don’t have the
understanding or experience of the culture. Unfortunately, the target demographic can tell!

What Can Cultural Relevance Oﬀer You?
The beneﬁts of infusing pop culture into your brand are immense. You
get to create relevant, relatable content that helps you gain traﬃc
and eyeballs on your brand, and then you can work towards
conversion. Also, it helps you better understand your customers, you
get to learn about their needs, wants, lifestyles, preferences - it’s a
brilliant way to collect data, that can be used for target marketing.
Finally, consumers want to engage with brands that are multidimensional, and understand the importance of evolution. When you
infuse pop culture into your brand, it humanizes your brand, and
shows them that you’re evolving, and telling this story even as you
move along - this is a great way to build connection.

How to Tune into The Trends
Marketing is both art and science. Unfortunately, for many years
there’s been great focus on the science, and not enough on the art. I
think the key is to chase the art, and you’ll ﬁnd where the youth are.
However, it’s also important for brands to not get stuck on one
platform because that’s what their competitor uses, or that’s where
they assume all the youth are.
I’ve heard brands say, “They’re all on tik tok”, or “They’re all on
instagram”, this is a generic assumption. Young people exist in tribes,
and these tribes gather virtually and physically. There are young
people who are interested in music and fashion, but there are also

young people who are interested in gaming, reading, and yoga.
The two aren’t mutually exclusive. You must know where these
tribes exist and focus on targeting them - a great way to do this is
through micro inﬂuencers or niche inﬂuencers vs macro
inﬂuencers. Instead of tossing large budgets into the “most
popular”, toss budgets into the most believed, most engaging,
and most trusted.
In my youth (I’m still young) … a lot of trends were built around
popping bottles in the club - that was an aspiration at the time. A
lot of the music, and urban culture elements propagated a
narrative that the measurement of success is in how many
bottles a person can open up at the club. These days, you’re
more likely to see people consume alcohol in glasses - cocktails,
than order multiple bottles per time. Also, alcohol has become
less trendy, and more consumed in moderation or on social
occasions, as people have generally become more aware of the
opportunity cost. Things change, so you must observe the
changes and stay on top of them.
In summary, by all means participate in the trends, but
understand that trends don't last forever. Create value and
communicate value such that your brand becomes the
trendsetter.
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Chapter Four:

THE NEW
NORMAL:
INFLUENCER MARKETING PROJECTIONS

TIWALOLA OLANUBI JNR.
CEO, DottsMediaHouse

I

n the scheme of normal in Inﬂuencer Marketing, Social Media platforms are the most important factor because without social media platforms,
undoubtedly there will never be content, no inﬂuencer, no marketing. Leveraging on this fact, it is worthy of mention that as season changed
with the entry of the new normal - one thing that remained constant amid this change are - social platforms - and they have become formidable
for the furtherance of inﬂuencer marketing.
As physical restrictions, remote work, social distancing continue, and almost every social media platform keeps experiencing an high increase in
users two years after the pandemic hit, Research shows that the amount of advertising money that is being redirected from oﬄine to online will
continue to grow.

“Inﬂuencer marketing is one of the most
promising segments of the digital marketing
mix and a sector we will continue to see thrive
globally throughout 2021.”
As stated earlier in this report, 2020/2021 has seen the IM industry mature exponentially, with the introduction of new and emerging social
platforms like TikTok / Triller / Clubhouse. This has now allowed brands accept the fact that Digital is a smarter, safer medium in reaching
audiences, and with that advertisers have now increased spend across multiple platforms.
How will this surge in digital advertising budget aﬀect inﬂuencer rates

INFLUENCER CURRENCY
Unlike years 2015 - 2017 when the inﬂuencer Marketing industry was
still in its infancy and inﬂuencers rates were being disclosed sparingly, to
the years 2018 (Before Covid) where everyone ﬁnally started to try it
out but still with a big struggle of if it being worthy of their spend. One
thing the pandemic years has ﬁnally helped inﬂuencers & content
creators solve is access to campaign oﬀers, increased campaign
budget, long term contracts and YES ambassadorship! What does all
this mean to an average inﬂuencer = SURGE IN RATE CARDS.

67% of the inﬂuencers surveyed said they increased their rate by 50%,
23% increased by 30% while 10% increased their rate by 20%.
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Authentic Content Will Be A Determinant Of An Inﬂuencer’s
Digital Lifespan.
Within 2020/2021, TikTok became the world’s most downloaded app. Reseearch shows the platform is considered more creative, and
entertaining than Instagram, making it obvious that TikTok’s growth is due to its entertaining, creative pool of content contributed by diverse
creators.
Because of this, Advertisers have been seen pivoting their marketing strategies to include platforms like Tiktok, and leveraging inﬂuencers who
have authentic content. This shift towards authentic marketing represents an emerging trend in which the audience are choosing to patronize
brands that share their moral, social, and political beliefs through authentic content & daring inﬂuencers.
Social media users have a lot of trust in the inﬂuencers they follow, and our research shows that inﬂuencers communicate political and social
issues better than brands, or better still Audiences believe Inﬂuencers more than brands when it comes to Political and Social Issues, making
Inﬂuencers the most ideal medium for sharing key messages on behalf of Advertisers during diﬃcult times.
Case in study is the 2020 #EndSars Movement in Nigeria, the 2021 #TwitterBan uproar and even the #WearAMask sensitization across
2020/2021 used in raising awareness of the protection measures against COVID-19. Given the uncertainty, misinformation these movements
came with, the general public craved information majorly on social media and guess the most reliable sources for these information INFLUENCERS
The bottomline to this is that inﬂuencers who want to have a long digital life span will have to ﬁnd ways of infusing content with authenticity into
their channels.

Multi-platform Approach
“A projected new approach to Inﬂuencer/brand execution”
In times past until recently, the most common approach Brands or Advertisers use in engaging inﬂuencers/content creators is a “one ﬁt all
approach” meaning if Brand XYZ decides to launch a campaign with the use of 10 inﬂuencers, the brand or their agencies basically looks for 10
inﬂuencers with presence on all the top leading platforms (even though some of the inﬂuencers are only relevant on just one of the platforms).
Brands use this approach with the aim to save cost, get more visibility across all platforms via same inﬂuencer reach; but in the real analysis of this
approach, Brand XYZ just experienced a multi platform execution hazard consisting of
•
•
•

Unproductive Duplication of same content: (where the inﬂuencer used is only strong on one platform, but posts same content on other
platforms for posting sake
Loss of money for the brand: (Where the brand would have spent less if the inﬂuencer was engaged for only the brand where he/she
commands power
Spam: (Where the inﬂuencer’s agreement of multi platform posting equals SPAM to the audience/followers)

At DottsMedia, We have continually introduced a more eﬀective approach where inﬂuencers and content creators are only engaged based on
their strength and platform power. In this refreshed approach Brand XYZ that is hoping to engage 10 Inﬂuencers will aim to spread the choice of
the inﬂuencers across the platforms and use each inﬂuencer for only the platform of strength. A tiktoker should only be used on TikTok if thats
his/her biggest platform of strength, A Youtuber should only be used on Youtube for review videos or Unboxing, same approach for picking an
inﬂuencer whose strength lies on Twitter and Instagram. With this approach an inﬂuencer / content creator delivers on ROI for the advertiser and
every naira is accountable.

Exclusive ‘Long Term” Partnerships
Unlike previous trend, we project brands will begin oﬀering exclusive Partnership with inﬂuencers & content creators as they seek longer-term
partnerships over the old school one-oﬀ approach. One-oﬀ is one of the major reasons advertisers experience slow conversions from
inﬂuencer marketing.
99% of campaigns delivered by DottsMediaHouse for Brands are/will be long term focused, and we project other agencies to follow approach.

Survey shows 87% of social media
users will covert if they see their
favorite inﬂuencer / content
creators speak about a
brand/product regularly for a
longer period of time

Survey shows a whooping 92% of
inﬂuencers agree they will have better
engagement and create a better content
if they approach campaigns with
storytelling that spreads their
communication over a longer period of
time.

Survey shows that if presented with
two options (Option A - Oﬀer of a fewer
brand collaborations that will be a year
long & option B - x2 Brand
Collaborations that will be a month
long) 65% Inﬂuencers picked Option A

CONCLUSION

Inﬂuencer marketing may not be right for every single brand, but the best way to know is to try it ﬁrst.
Looking at the next 12months before the release of a new issue of this resource from us at
DottsMediaHouse, Be informed that inﬂuencer marketing is here to stay on everyone’s radar, content
from inﬂuencers and creators have found a way to own their space thanks to the pandemic era, and
this has elevated Inﬂuencer marketing to compete shoulder to shoulder with traditional marketing
As an advertiser / brand, look at how competitors in your industry approach inﬂuencer marketing,
which of their inﬂuencer strategy performed best and why. Be open to trying new medium, trends,
approaches in the coming months. Stop playing it safe with the use of Infuencers and remember digital
consumption will continue to rise above the roof.
The most eﬀective inﬂuencer marketing strategy and execution are achieved through partnerships
with an agency with a long standing history of successful inﬂuencer campaigns - DottsMediaHouse
amongst other agencies have led 85% of successful inﬂuencers campaign across social media in the
past decade, standing as the most result driven agency partner any advertiser can have in Nigeria.
Lastly, Content creators & Inﬂuencers will be more vocal and involved in social issues and political
conversations especially as Nigeria approaches an election year. While Authenticity will continue to be
a base-level requirement for any inﬂuencer who wants to be a force in his/her niche.
The Inﬂuencer marketing space is stable at its growth
rate, and the future of the industry and its citizens look
applaudable.
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